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Introduction
Welcome fellow Puzzler. Thanks for sharing your interest in doing your jigsaw
puzzles with me. The life-smart knowledge I have accumulated over half a
century has now led ME to believe the following;

1. My health is the most important situation I will ever and always deal with. (a lifer)
2. My brain tells my body how healthy it is by sending signals to it. (hence the
headache)
3. I feed my body food that tells my brain to send the (above) signals. (best be eating
healthy food)
4. My emotions influence my brain with my thoughts. (that’s huge!)
5. My brain and my body continuously interact with one another. (that’s my mind-body
connection)
Therefore it is equally important to take care of my brain as it is connected to my body.
So what does this have to do with puzzling? Scientific research is continuously proving
the importance of brain relaxation. Giving your brain relaxation is like giving it millions
of dollars. That's how important relaxing our brain is!
Quoted from Self Growth.com on doing puzzles……
“……..Research is now showing the quantifiable benefits of carrying this activity
(jigsaw puzzling) into adulthood. Studies, like the notable MacArthur study, have
shown that keeping the mind active with jigsaw puzzles and other mind-flexing
activities can actually lead to a longer life expectancy, a better quality of life, and
reduce our chances of developing certain types of mental illness, including
memory loss, dementia, and even Alzheimer’s Disease (by an amazing third)
……..”
There are many-many-many ways to relax our brain, but it is not ‘truly-madly-deeply’
relaxing IF we do not enjoy doing it. But those of us who ‘suffer’ from 'puzzle-mania' are
really giving our brains millions of healthy ‘non-food flexing’ exercise (that being the
non-scientific, medicinal term). The benefits of doing jigsaw puzzles falls inline with a
form of meditation and meditation is one of the greatest and ‘free-est’ tools for mental
wellness treatment.
Let jigsaw puzzling help you on your journey of wellness.

Jigsaw Puzzle Research for Mental Wellness
And the research says…….
I am a huge fan of mental wellness and have done jigsaw puzzles throughout my life. During
my own life span, I too have needed to find ways to destress, unwind and relax. And there was
not always endless hours or space to do jigsaw puzzles so I had to find other ways. During my
research I have discovered the following information on how our brain works and how it
applies to working jigsaw
puzzles…..it’s interesting….ok, so
check this out……
Our mind has two separate
hemispheres or lobes called right and
left-brain which you have probably
already heard of this. Each side does
different functions. The Right side
brain deals with emotions and
performs tasks like mental and social
factors. The Left side brain functions
in language and movements. Using
both the sides of the brain is like the
‘non-food flexing’ brain exercise and
jigsaw puzzling helps you to exercise
BOTH the sides of your brain.
Here’s briefly how it works (I’ve been
‘schooled’ on this). The left brain does
the thinking and likes to make the
lists, be organized. The right brain takes care of the creativity and emotions. Now look at the
jigsaw puzzle - the left brain likes to organize the loose pieces into their respective positions
and the right brain sees the creativity of the puzzle image unfold right in front of our eyes,
caressing our emotions with enthusiasm and a sense of achievement and accomplishment.
Continued……….

You will not notice your left and right brain cells actively working together at the same time
but the continuous activity of thoughts in the brain that involves ALL the cells of the brain
actually increases the brains capacity and efficiency (so the Experts say).
Research and studies are constantly being produced showing how doing jigsaw puzzles (for
the brain) and maintaining a fully active life style (for the body) may gain you a longer life
span and reduce or delay future long term old age problems such as Alzheimer’s, memory loss
and/or dementia.
Now this is important! Our brain produces dopamine which gives us the capacity to learn and
maintain our memory level. That said, while solving a jigsaw puzzle the brain increases the
production of dopamine - it’s like watering your own brain seeds……………….the jigsaw puzzle
being the ‘water’ and the brain cells being the ‘seeds’.
And there’s more benefits! First, talk about increasing our concentration or keeping us alert!
BUT - don’t forget the visualization. Doing the constant visualization of the next piece to
create the bigger picture provides us with a high level of mental activity which in turn
rewards us in the form of physical health by lowering our breathing, reducing our heart rate
and decreasing our blood pressure - which is kind of a form of meditation in itself.
You can reap these benefits by doing jigsaw puzzles on a daily basis even if it is for only a half
hour. It will give your brain a well deserved break from the chaos spinning in your mind/life.
It will help increase and/or maintain your memory levels, it will improve how your brain
functions and will assist in decreasing your daily stress levels. Like meditation, it takes some
time to recognize the changes in how you feel by doing jigsaw puzzles but in my opinion, not as
long as meditation does. That’s why I like ‘quick-fix’ jigsaw puzzles.
And lastly, here’s my tip to you……DO BOTH!……a daily solid half hour of meditation and
another daily solid half hour of jigsaw puzzling is THE best NATURAL solution that has
proved to provide THE most positive results for me……. (noting the Disclaimer - I am not a
Doctor…..this is information gathering….. only you can prove it to work for yourself).
ps….the jigsaw puzzling usually does not end in a half hour

Tips and Tricks for Jigsaw Puzzlers
Here are some strategies for you to try using while enjoying the challenges that some
Jigsaw Puzzles may present;
1. Layout your puzzle board or felt onto a table large enough for your puzzle. You may
choose to use a nice sheet size of Teflon (similar to plexi-glass but plastic), then lay the
felt down on top of that. Open your puzzle box with a knife, scissors or letter opener if
it is sealed around the back edges or taped.
2. Start with the border – Round one of sorting. Leave all the pieces in the bottom of
the box and start going through the pile. Taking a small hand full at a time, remove all
the flat edges first. As you are removing the flat-edged pieces, lay the flat edge pieces
(always face up) onto the puzzle board in the general area by following the picture as
seen on the jigsaw puzzle cover box that is standing up on its side or leaning up
against an object.
If the pieces don't have a flat edge, set them into a pile in the middle of your puzzle
board. This may seem like a tedious task but as you are viewing through all of the
pieces, your mind is also becoming aware of the pictures of the other pieces it sees and
this will help you as you work further towards the puzzle’s completion.
Once you have sifted through the entire box of puzzle pieces its time to put all the nonflat-edge pieces back into the bottom part of the box. Now it is time to assemble the
flat edge border pieces into place using the picture on the box as a guide. This is likely
to be the easiest part of the entire puzzle, but it can be a challenge in areas where the
large sections of the border are the same color or pattern.
Here’s a little tip for that - Make 4 different piles of the pieces that are giving you a
challenge.
!

lay out all the pieces where both sides have connecting tabs

!

lay out all the pieces where both sides are without connecting tabs

!

lay out all the pieces where the right side is a connecting tab - left side not

!

lay out all the pieces where left side is a connecting tab - right side not etc……

Now take one piece and find how it would connect with one of these piles to find its
joining pair-piece and/or the pieces already in place on the border. Do a ‘feel’ fit.
3. Sort the biggest objects first – Round two of sorting. (Note: this can also be done
during Round one as well.) Take the pieces from the bottom of the box and proceed
to go through each piece, this time looking for ones that contain the pictures of the
biggest objects and/or colour area. Place the ‘big object’ piles or similar colour
pieces into the center of the board and the other similar pieces into separate
containers or loosely in areas of the bottom of the box . You can assemble your
object inside the border and place it near the position in which it belongs as you see
it on the jigsaw puzzle picture.
4. Color and object search – During round two of sorting, you may choose to place
other similar colors or objects into separate piles and place them into plastic baggies
for ‘safe’ keeping them into the bottom box. That way they can remain sorted and
ready for use when the time comes. There is no need to be 100% accurate at any time
you are sorting, as you know, eventually all the pieces will literally fall into place.
5. Finishing touches - Depending on your photo-picture you are working on, by the end
of step 4, you are either going to have almost finished the puzzle and have a bunch of
‘odds and ends’ type pieces left. These pieces are the ‘filler pieces’. Usually these are
the solid colors behind the objects or the shadows in the background. This is sometimes
the most discouraging part of doing the puzzle. But also, the fact that your puzzle is
almost complete provides you with enough incentive to complete the puzzle.
Try some of the following tips;
!

Study the picture closely under natural light or ‘Day’ light bulbs - head lamps

and magnifying glasses are also helpful tools.
!

Try to rotate each piece into the empty gaps to get a ‘lucky’ connection

!

Each connection may show you the shape for the next one that is the right one

!

Use the ‘4-tab connection’ method above by placing similar-shaped pieces into

the same pile

!

For easier comparison, place pieces into rows of 8 -10 pieces with the next row

closely under it
! Use the ‘process of elimination’, trying each piece into one space continuously
until it find its home
With these steps most 1000 piece jigsaw puzzles can usually be completed in
about 6-8 hours which is an enjoyable, relaxing and flexible brain workout.

Framing and Mounting Puzzles
Do you keep your puzzles or do you recycle them in garage sales or donate them to
goodwill stores? If you do keep your puzzles, here are some useful mounting tips and
techniques.
Materials for mounting, hanging and preserving your puzzles;
!

Foam Poster Board

!

Wall panel

!

Wide tape

!

Shrink wrap plastic

!

Wire for hanging

!

Wall hangers

!

Custom size picture frames

!

Glue

!

Puzzle glaze (Mod Podge clear glue)

I usually run wide tape across the entire back of my puzzles, then 2-way tape the
back edges of the puzzle edges and strips down the middle and mount it to the
foam poster board.

After it is mounted to the poster board, I cover the entire front of the jigsaw puzzle with
shrink wrap plastic and over lapping the back where I then completely WIDE tape the
plastic down on the back. Next I use the hair blow dryer to shrink the wrap the plastic
on the front into a very nice clean smooth plastic over my jigsaw puzzle picture. It
gives it a very nice glossy affect and preserves my puzzles for many-many years of
enjoyment. Also, it will not be too challenging to break down these completed jigsaw
puzzles when THAT time comes!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Another option is to locate actual picture frames - there are some very unique frames at
Thrift stores. Of course, be certain to measure your jigsaw puzzle before you go ‘frame’
hunting and the frame must also accommodate the thickness of your puzzle. It is not
uncommon to have a background behind your puzzle in a frame……get creative to see
how you can manage a colour blend that works with your puzzle. I have re-painted
perfectly good picture frames that are just not the correct colours.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
There is always the option to know someone (who may know someone) who will build a
puzzle frame for you to totally custom fit your jigsaw puzzles. In most cases that person
is difficult to find.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
You could also check out some of the You Tube videos to see creative ways to mount
your jigsaw puzzle. Simply type in ‘how to frame a jigsaw puzzle’ and then you’ll be
there for a while watching what others are doing with their jigsaw puzzles.
How to Frame a Jigsaw Puzzle

How to Frame a Jigsaw Puzzle with a Sectional Frame Kit
Here is a few video links on How to GLUE a jigsaw puzzle….I have never glued a puzzle
but most puzzlers do.
How to Glue and frame Puzzles
Easy Way to Glue a Jigsaw Puzzle
Jigsaw Puzzle Glue Comparison

Jigsaw Puzzle Storage Supplies
Here are some tools and supplies to assist with your jigsaw puzzle enjoyment. If you do
not have access to purchasing these items, using a simple sheet of felt cloth or a vinyl
table cloth that has a felt undercoat. Using the felt side will be suffice to work on your
puzzle. If you use a felt cloth you can easily roll your puzzle up around a 4 inch
diameter plastic pipe and bind it with elastics at the top, bottom and center. That makes
for great storage and easily re-opened where you left off. That is similar to the RolloPuzzle tool.

All these items can be purchased at local craft stores or online – keeping in mind
shipping costs if purchasing items online.
However, if these are not an option, you may also stack your completed puzzles
between posters boards inserted into large plastic bags. Tightly seal and tape the
bags makes them safer to store under beds and inside closets for future use especially the ‘seasonal’ jigsaw puzzles. (Furniture stores have big boxes that can be
cut to perfect storage or puzzle space boards.)

Jigsaw Puzzle Crafts & Cutters
Looking for new ways to use puzzle pieces that are not recyclable due
to lost pieces? Check these ideas out and search the internet for “how
to’s”

!

Glue them onto a mirror frame and paint all one color

!

Make a wreath made from puzzle pieces

!

Use them to decorate cards

!

Use them with your scrapbooking crafts

!

Spray paint or put glitter on them and turn them into earrings, bracelets or

necklaces
!

Glue jigsaw puzzle pieces around a wooden picture frame

!

Bookmark in a frame of painted puzzle pieces

!

Glue them together to make into snowflakes for hanging in windows

!

Glue them together, then paint them to make into pumpkins for hanging in

windows
!

Glue them to foam poster boards then paint, glitter/cut into placemats or

coasters
!

Glue them on hair barrettes and glaze them with Mod Podge clear coat

!

Use jigsaw puzzle pieces for a huge wall coverings

Cutting machines;
There are numerous styles of Jigsaw Puzzle Cutting Machines, most of which are in the
USA market or from overseas. Shipping will always be a factor due to the size and
weight of these machines. You can easily research them online (or at your local Library
online computer if you do not have access to the internet in your home).
Then there is the cost of what is referred to as the ‘dies’ which are different puzzle
cutting sizes/patterns. It is a large financial investment and would be for serious buyers
only. The lower end jigsaw puzzle cutters are likely cutting thinner puzzles.
Cutting jigsaw puzzles manually is a thing off the past and not profitable in todays
market unless the image and quality is extremely high end making the selling price
costly as well……but it has been done and I have seen beautiful sculptured hand-drawncreated-cut jigsaw puzzles that are truly at their finest. Check out this Artist for proof;
Blog for Antônia Sobral http://manfaritapuzlo.blogspot.ca/
Article on Antônia Sobarl http://puzzleme.com.br/2016/04/a-inventora-de-quebra-cabecas-antonia-sobral/
However, if you are interested in a lower level jigsaw puzzle cutting toy there is the
Hello Kitty Jigsaw Puzzle Maker for children that will cut smaller puzzles for your
photos or crafts you can buy online or in toy stores.
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